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AN ANALYSIS Of LOSSP.S IN SCROLL COMPRESSOR 
11akoto HAYANO, Hirotsugu SAKAJ'A, Shigemi NAGATOI10 and Hiroaki MURASAKJ. Consumer Pl.""oduc.ts Engineering Laboratory, Toshiba Corporation 8 Shinsl1gita, Isogo-ku, Yokohama 235, JAPAN 
ABSTRACT 
A mathematical model for predicting frictional losses in ~croll compressors has been developed. l.ly using this model, each frictional loss in lubricat~d element~ can be calculated. The calculated results show that most of the losses occur between the bearings and the shaft, and between the orbiting and the fixed scroll. 
On the other hand, an indicator diagram is obtained by measuring the compression process. Compression losses are obtained by this diagram. Experimental results show that the: leakage. loss is greater than other compression losses. 
The sum of the r:rictional losses i.s also obtained by the indic'9.tor diagram. The sum of the calculated frictional losses ag,ees well with the experimental result. It has been clarified that the mathematical model is useful for predicting the mecl1anical losses. 
INT!WilUCTION 
Scroll compressors have been studied and developed in recent years; research on a simulated compression process[l], an analysis of mechanical efficiency[2][3], an analysis of forces acting on various parts[4)(5][6), and an optimization of dimensions[7] have been reported. But an analysis a£ the factors affecting the scroll compressor performance has apparently not been performed in detail. 
To improve compressor performancej compression) mechanical and motor losses have to be reduced. Mechanical losses, or the frictional losses have to be obtained by calc.ulationj because it is difficult to measure each frictional loss individually. In this study~ a mathematical model for predicting r:he frictional losses has been dev~loped. Analytical models for the orbiting scroll and the Oldham coupling which are similar to the former reports[2][6l were made. The fundamental equation for the journal b~aring was applied to the crank bearing. The forces acting on each lubricated element and the losses occurring in each lubricated element were obtained. 
On the other hand 1 an indicator diagram is obtained by measuring the compression process. Over-compression~ wiredrawing) and other compression losses a~e obtained by this diagram. The sum of the frictional losses is also obtained by this diagram to confirm the validity of the mathematical model for pl:"edicting the frictional loss~s. 
NOMENCLATURE 
radius of oil pump in shaft 
Aw balancing weight sectional .;~,rea 
B key width 
radial clearance between shaft and bearing 










radial force acting on orbiting scroll 
upward force by pressure chamber 
cent~ifugal fo~ce of orbiting scroll 
centrifugal force of balancing weight 
centrifugal force of crank shaft 




























































acceleration of gravity 
head of oil pump 
key height 
height of rotor or height of shaft in oil reservoir 
coefficient of friction factor 
bearing length 
frictional loss in bearing 
loss due to V"iscous resistance of refrigerant gas or oil 
frictional loss between Oldham coupling and frame 
frictional loss between key and key way 
oil pump loss 
frictional loss between shaft and frame 
frictional loss between orbiting and fixed scroll 
oil pump length 
viscous moment of oil film in bearing 
number of rotations 
bearing surface load 
flow rate of oi 1 
eccentric radius of centrifugal oil pump 
bearing load 
Oldham coupling load 
f~ame resistance force acting on Oldham coupling 
fixed scroll resistanca fo~ce acting on o~biting scroll 
radius of bearing 
radius of Oldham coupling 
radLus of shaft th~ust bearing 
orbiting radius 
rddius of rotor o~ radius of shaft in oil reservoir 
Sommerfeld number 
Oldham coupling thickness 
Peripheral velocity of shaft 
weight of orbiting scroll 
weight of Oldham coupling 
weight of shaft and rotor 
distance shown in Fig. 
distance sho~n in Fig. 
distance shown ln Fig. 2; ykl = rom- rssin8, Ykz 
Zk' Z6 distance shown i
n Fig. 2 
coeffici~nt of friction between key and key way 
coefficient of friction between shaft and bearing 
coefficient of friction between Oldham coupling and 
coefficient of friction bet-:veen shaft and frame 
coe£ f ic ient of friction be. tween orbiting and Eixed 
coefficient of loss in oil pump 
coefficient of ki.rtematic viscosity 
specific weight 
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W angular velocity 
subscript 
X direct ion of x-axis 
y direction of y-axis 
crank bearing 
m. uppet" main bearing l 
"'2 lower rnai~.1. heaLing 
sub- b~ar ing 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL J;'OR l'R.£DICTING FRICTIONAL J.OSSES 
Test Compressor 
The scroll compressor co11sidered in this paper is shown i[l, Fig. 1. The annular block is placed between the end plate of the orbiting scroll and the frame, and cont>ins the pressure chamber. The orbiting scroll is pushed in the axial direction to the fixed scroll by an upward force which is produced by dr:'awing the discharge gas into the pressure chamber[5). Ten locations where frictional losses occur are assumed as show-n in Fig. 1. 
To make the model simpleJ the following assumptions are made: 
(1) Fluid lubrication is assigned co the bearings, and boundary lubrication is assigned to the other lubricated elements. 
(2) The coefficient of friction for the boundary lubrication is always constant. 
(3) The fundamental equation fot' the journal bearing under constant load is applied to the bearings; howeverJ the load fluctuation is considered as quasi~steady state. 
(4) The angular velocity of the shaft is constant. 
Orbiting Scroll Model 
The analytical model for the orbiting scroll 
of equilibrium ln fo~ces and moments are obtained 
<force) 
F c.x +F i cos8+ l-lsRssine+Rkl-~2~Rbcx -= 0 
Fcy-Fi sine+usR3 cos8+u 1~1+u 2~2-1), 0 y ~ 
Fhp-W-Fth-Rs ~ 0 
<moment> 
-F cyzc +F i ZgsinS- u5 Rszs cos8- u1 Zk~l- u2ZkRkZ 
r 
+R y +Fh r sine-F h-2
8
sine ~ 0 s s p s t 
B B r s -Rklykl-~2yk2- l1!2Rkl + l1z2~2+F cy2 cos 8 
r 
+F 2"sin8-u R x cosB-u R y sin8+M ex s s s s s s be 
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is shown in Fig. 2. 
follows; 
(direction of x-axis) 
(dil"'ection of y-axis) 











Oldham Coupling Model 
The analytical model Eor the Oldham coupling is shown 
in Fig. 3. The equations 




13 ~3 + ~4 ~4 +~oRo -11z1 +11zz·•-g dt 2 (>: s case) 
~3 -11z4 -11. Rkl-llzRk2 
R -w ~ o 
0 0 
<rnomemt) 
(~l~l+)l2~2)(to+ho) + Royo ~ 0 
(-Rkl+R_ 2 )(t +h ) + R >< +].! R ll2 -~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Viscous Moment of Oil Film in Crank Bearing 
(direction of ><-axis) (7) 
(direction of y-axis) (B) 
(di>:ection of z-a.xis) (9) 
(around ><·-a>< is) (10) 
(around y-axis) (ll) 
(around z-axis) 02) 
The frictional loss occur~ing bet~een the bearing and
 the shaft can be obtained 
by solving Reynolds 1 equation numerically; however~ in t
his studyJ to make 
calculation simple, the pre-calculated coefficient fri
ction factors Kf are used[8). 
The equation for fitting are made as follows: 
K ~{18. 48+0.0571 }Sm ~l(t/D) 2-0.4(L/D)+0.47 
f (L/D)3 ~ 1+"-'- Sm 
lhe pre-calculated and the fitting value is shown in F
ig. 4. 
In Eq. (13)' Kf and Sm are defined as follows: 
r 2 
c.'lB...J 
Kf ~ ~be· r c /C ······ (14)' S
m ~ ( ...s. ) 
c c ~be c 
where.J 




+ R 2 
...... bey 
therefore, the viscous moment of the cLank bearin
g is obtained by the 
following equations: 
c 
Mbc ~ IJ bcRbcrc ~ r °Kf~crc 
c 





In Eqs. from (l) co (18), 'ex' Fey' Fi' Fbp and Fth had already be
en 
obtained[4)[5] ; thore are 18 unknown quantities. The forceo actin
g on each 
lubricated element and the viscous moment of oil film
 in the crank bearing can be 
obtained by solving these 18 simultaneous equations as
 follows: 
l. R in s Eq. 
(3) is substituted into Eqs. (1)' (2)' (4)' (5) and 
(6). 
2. R in 
0 
Eq. (9) is substituted into Eqs. ( 7)' (8)' (10)' 
(11) and ( \2). 
3. By solvittg 10 simultaneous equati.ons 
of Eqs. (1) "' (12) except Eqs. 
(3) and (9)' 
the other unkno\Vn. quantities are obtained 
as a fut1ction of Mb 0 ; 
( 19) 
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4. \ex and \cy in Eq. (19) ar~ substituted into Eq. (17), and by solving the 
simultaneous equations of Eqs. (13)"' (18), ~c can be obtained. 
5. The othec unknown quantities can be obtained by substituting Mbc into Eq. (19). 
Shaft Model 
The analytical model of the •haft is shown in Fig. 5. The fo<ces acting on the main bearings and th~ sub-bearing are obtained by applying the equation of three moments in a statically indeterminate beam. 
Frictional Losses 
(bearing) 
By solving Eqs. (13) "- (18) for )Jb' the bearing losses are given by 
(Oldham coupling key and key way) 
Lk ~ )Ji .R,k.rswl cos8l 
(Oldham coupling and frame> 
L 
0 
<orbiting and fixed scroll) 
Ls ;;;;:; llsRsrstu 
(Shaft and frame) 
LR. ~)JI(WSrR.w/2 
(Viscous resistance of refrigerant gas or oil> 
Ld Cd_l X. 0 A 2 g w 
(Oil pump) 
Lop~y•Q•l-l 
where Q is obtained by solving the following equation: 










Calculated frictional losses are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and Table l. The calculated result shows that most of the frictional losses occur between the shaft and the bearings, and between the orbiting and the fix~d scroll. 
EXPERIMENTS 
The compression process is measured; the indicator diagram is obtained by this compression proces~, and an analysis of losses are made. 
Measurement of Compression Process 
The compression process is obtained by stacking 5 signals which come tram 5 pressure t~ansducers. 
The indicator diagram is obtained from this compression process and the calculated volume; the indicated work, over~compression loss, the wiredrawing loss] and other compression losses are obtained. The measured indicator diagram is shown in Fig. 8. 
l'J3 
The sum of the frictional losses is also obtained from the measured motor loss 
and compression loss. The experimental results ar~ shown in Table 2. The heat 
loss and leakage loss are greater than any other losses in the scroll compr
essor. 
Compat:"ison of Mathematical Results with Experimental 
Calculated and experimental frictional losses are compared. The sum of 
calculated fricational losses ratio is 7.2 (%)J and Che sum of the ~xperimental one 
is 7.7 (%). The calculated result agrees well with the experimental result. 1t has 
been clarified that this mathematical model is useful for predicting the frictional
 
losses. 
Comparison of Scroll with Rotary Compressor 
The losses in the scroll compressor are coropar~d with that in the rotary 
compressor from Ref.[9] which is the same performance as the scroll compressor. 
The leakage loss and the heat loss in the scroll compressor are greate~ than 
that in the rotary compressor. Since the pressure difference between the adjoining 
compression chambe~s is g~eat~r oa the inside than on the outsideJ the leakage 
toward the suction side thought to be very small; howeverJ inn~r leakage gas may be 
re-comp~essed. Sol the leakage loss may occur. Since direct suction is not 
employed in th~ scroll compressorjl the heat loss may occur. 
Since the frictional loss between the orbiting scroll and the fi:xed scroll is 
inherent in the scroll compressor) the frictional losses may be greater than that in 
the rotary compressor. 
But the wiredrawing lossJ over-compression loss and reexpansion loss in the 
scroll compressor are very smaller than those in the rotary compressor. 
To improve the performance of the scroll compressorJ it is necessary to reduce 
the leakage loss and the frictional loss between the orbiting and fixed scroll. 
CONCLUSIONS 
l. A mathematical model for predicting each frictional loss in lubricated 
elements 
in scroll compressors has been developed. 
2. It has been clarified that the mathematical model is useful for predicting 
frictional losses. 
3. It has been cladfied that the leakage loss and the frictional loss between th
e 
o~biting and the fixed scroll are high in the scroll compressor. To imp~ove 
the performance of scroll compressorsJ it is nec~ssa~y to reduce these losses. 
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Table I. Calculated Frictional Losses 
Location Loss/P1" (%1 
Shaft and uppor moin beonn~ 1.900 
Shoft and lower moin bearing 1.745 
Shaft ond crank bearing 1.367 
Shall and sub- beanng 0.895 
Orb1ting and fl~ed scroll I 045 
Oldham coupling keys and key ways 0 082 
Shaff and frame 0.095 
Rotor end and refrigerant gas 0 005 
011 pump m shaft 0 005 
Shaft and Oil 0 020 
Oldham coupling and frome 0.000 
Total 7 16 
* 
Pi Input power of compressor 
T<tlle . 2 Exprimental Results 
Factor Loss/PI 11 (%) 
Isentropic work 63.2 
~r-compresslon loss 1.1 
Wiredrawing loss 0.0 
Reakage Joss and heat loss 15.0 
Mofor loss 13.0 
Sum of frictional losses 7.7 
TOTAL 100 0% 
* PI : lnput power of compressor 
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